
Unit 1 and 2 Test Review

– Need HIGHLIGHTER

– Review Test questions

– Finding how to support the correct ANSWERS

– Want to RETAKE?  Complete retake form and will complete during SMART Lunch 

on Wednesday.



Welcome Back!

Happy Monday 
- Need: Notebook, Get NEW WARM UP 

sheet, and Folder

- Agenda:

- Good Things

- Review Test

- Warm Up

- Jamestown



Good Things

– We are safe!  Hurricane Matthew made us lose power, but we are okay!



Warm Up:  What did the Virginia Company 

think was awaiting them in the New World? 

– Listen to the song “Virginia Company” from the 

Pocahontas soundtrack and follow with the lyrics 

below to answer the warm up

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne2tzfxQ6T4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ne2tzfxQ6T4


Jamestown Colony Investigation:

Why did so many colonists die?

– 1) Read the Background Essay

– 2) Teacher Notes about Jamestown

– 3)  How do conduct an investigation

– 4)  Answering the question- Why did so 

many colonists in Jamestown die?



Part 1:  Read the BACKGROUND essay

– Read aloud as a class

– Need at most 6 volunteer readers

– You can highlight or underline information 

you think is important



Jamestown Notes:Student Activity:
Answer to EQ



EQ:  What factors caused many colonists to die at 

the Jamestown colony? 

(Info from the Background Essay)

– When, who, where?

– In 1607, three English ships sailed 

to the New World

– Landed in present day Virginia

– The Virginia Company: 110 men, 

women, and children

– What was their goal?

– Find riches (lumber, gold, gems)

– Spread Christianity

– Find trade route to China

– What dangers await?

– Attacks from Spanish

– Attacks from Natives

– Why did more people come?

– Work off debt

– Own land

– In the end, 80% of 500 colonists 

were DEAD 



Your turn to investigate

– 5 Documents

– Read, examine, analyze the documents 

– Answer the questions at the bottom of each document

– We will do DOCUMENT A together

– Would the following students please read aloud?

– 3rd: Kellen

– 4th: Josh

– 6th: Khalila

– 7th: Kaylee



Document A
1. What is brackish water?
Brackish water is dirty or contaminated

2. What twice daily event would cause 
water levels to rise?  (Hint: Moon)
Changing tides- they were on the coast 
so high tides would cause salt water to 
rise and it would leak into fresh water.

3. What happened to human waste?
It would stay in the water rather than 
“flush away”

4. What inference can you make?
Diseases spread through water and not 
having clean water would leave people 
very sick.

5. When do you think starvation 
occurred?
Winter

Copy my underlines: 



Wednesday October 12

– Warm Up:  Can you solve this murder mystery?

Two girls eat dinner together and order iced tea.  One girl drank her tea very fast and had 
finish 5 glasses by the time the other girl had finished one.  The girl who drank one glass 
died, while the other survived.  All of the drinks were poisoned.  How did the girl who drank 
more survive?

Write down your theory in WEDNESDAYs warm up.

Agenda:

Good things

3rd and 4th- Get back tests

Return to Jamestown

Formulating response to Mini-Q



Group Work

– You will work together at your tables

– Jobs:

– Reader- he/she will read the document aloud (If it is a chart or graph, the reader will 

tell us what the purpose of it is by reading the title and information provide)

– Analyzer- he/she will read the questions aloud that you are to answer

– Supporter- he/she will find evidence to support the answer to each question

– Finalizer- he/she will determine the final answer and will formulate the written 

response (everyone will need to write the answer in their notebooks)

– Jobs will rotate with each document



Student Activity:

– Based on your investigation formulate an answer to the question:

– WHAT FACTORS CAUSED MANY COLONISTS TO DIE AT THE JAMESTOWN 

COLONY?

– Response should use the documents to support your answer

– I believe shortage of clean fresh water caused colonists to die.  In Document A, 

Dennis Blanton describes the shortage of fresh water which would lead to 

dehydration and death.  The article also discusses how the water may have been 

contaminated by human waste which would spread diseases among the colony. 



Launch: 

– Non-HW HW:  Look into ways you can volunteer in our community.  

Maybe through your church, at school, in your neighborhoods.  After 

natural disasters, we rely heavily upon one another to make it through.  

See how you can make a difference!

– “I am not throwing away MY shot!” 

– Hamilton, from Hamilton by Lin-Manuel Miranda



Thursday October 13, 2016

– Warm Up:  What, if anything, do you remember learning 

about the Pilgrims/Plymouth colony?  
– **If you don’t recall any information, you will need to add information as we share aloud 

as a class**

– Agenda:

– Warm Up

– Good things

– Retest- for those who want to take it

– Jamestown, Plymouth, and Massachusetts Bay Colonies



Jamestown, Plymouth, 

Massachusetts

– You will use the CREATING AMERICA of readings to complete the chart 

about the first 3 successful English colonies in the present day US

– Looking for:

– Date/Location

– Established/Founded By:

– Reasons for Settlement

– Leaders/Key People

– Obstacles for Settlement

– Type of Government Established



Launch: 

– Non-HW HW:  Look into ways you can volunteer in our community.  

Maybe through your church, at school, in your neighborhoods.  After 

natural disasters, we rely heavily upon one another to make it through.  

See how you can make a difference!

– “I am not throwing away MY shot!” 

– Hamilton, from Hamilton by Lin-Manuel Miranda



Thursday October 13, 2016

– Need: Notebook and Warm Up Sheet

– Warm Up: As people begin coming to the New World from 

England, what are we finding are the three main reasons they 

are coming to America?

– Agenda:

– Good things

– Teacher Notes: 13 Colonies

– Mapping the 13 Colonies

13 
Colonies 
Notes: 



EQ:  How did geography impact the 

settlement of the 13 Colonies?
– New England Colonies

– Climate and Geography: farthest North; colder; hilly with rocky soil

– Resources: fish, whales, trees, and fur

– Colonies made the most of their cold environment by setting up port cities to trade across the Atlantic 
Ocean; became a manufacturing region

– Middle Colonies

– Climate and Geography: temperate climate (warm summers, cold winters); deep ports

– Resources: fertile land to grow wheat, barley, oats, and rye- all used to make bread

– Colonies were called the “Breadbasket” and used ports to trade across the Atlantic

– Southern Colonies

– Climate and Geography: warmest climate with longer, hotter summers; land ranges from coastal plains 
to high mountains

– Resources: fertile land for farming- cotton, tobacco, corn, rice, indigo; trees

– Colonies were rooted in agriculture and supplied the colonies with many goods and established trade 
across the Atlantic



Mapping Activity

– Label the 13 Original Colonies (each colony name)

– Color:

– New England Colonies BLUE

– Middle Colonies RED

– Southern Colonies GREEN

– Add 3-5 Pictures to the map indicating the Climate, 

Geography, and Economy 



Launch: 

– Non-HW HW:  Look into ways you can volunteer in our community.  

Maybe through your church, at school, in your neighborhoods.  After 

natural disasters, we rely heavily upon one another to make it through.  

See how you can make a difference!

– “I am not throwing away MY shot!” 

– Hamilton, from Hamilton by Lin-Manuel Miranda



Throwback Thursday: to when 

the US was just starting out 
– Warm Up: Can you solve this riddle?  Write your answer in today’s warm up.  

First think of the person who lives in disguise,

Who deals in secrets and tells naught but lies.

Next, tell me what’s always the last thing to mend,

The middle of middle and end of the end?

And finally give me the sound often heard

During the search for a hard-to-find word.

Now string them together, and answer me this,

Which creature would you be unwilling to kiss?

Agenda:

Good things

Colonies A-Z activity

A SPY

D- at the end of mend 
in the miDDLE, and end 
of enD

What you say when you’re 
stumped---- ER.

SPIDER 



Colonial Regions ABC Notes

– Directions:

– 1) Glue the article into the TEACHER SIDE

– 2) Read the article “Differences Among Colonial Regions”

– 3) As you read, annotate the article by highlighting information, 

circling words, making notes in the margin

– 4) Glue the ABC chart into the Student Side

– 5) Complete the ABC activity as directed:  Read the article.  Pick out 

KEY words (Specifically people and places) and match them to the 

appropriate box.  Write a brief explanation about the word you 

chose.  Not all letters will be used, but you must use at least 18/26!  

Article
ABC Chart



Launch: 

– Non-HW HW:  Look into ways you can volunteer in our community.  

Maybe through your church, at school, in your neighborhoods.  After 

natural disasters, we rely heavily upon one another to make it through.  

See how you can make a difference!

– “I am not throwing away MY shot!” 

– Hamilton, from Hamilton by Lin-Manuel Miranda


